Directions
Or watch our video how-to guide: https://youtu.be/KSK4ot1b2GE

What you’ll need:
- Tape
- Pop-up house sheets
- Crayons or colored pencils (optional)

Step 1. Color and decorate the Staller Center for the Arts and Zuccaire Gallery.
Step 2. Cut along the dotted lines.

Step 3. Fold along the vertical and horizontal lines.
Step 4. Cut the bottom vertical line (only cut the bottom half).

Step 5. Fold the Staller Center and Zuccaire Gallery towards each other and tape underneath.
Step 6. Fold and tape the three sides of the theater together.

Fold and tape the three sides of the theater together

Step 7. Combine. Match the two walls of the Zuccaire Gallery.

Match the two walls of the Zuccaire Gallery
Step 8. Tape the bottom.

Finished! Congrats on creating your own Staller Center and Zuccaire Gallery Pop-up House! Need extra help? Try watching our video how-to guide: https://youtu.be/KSK4ot1b2GE